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A good book can touch the lives of children like a good friend. The pictures, words and characters can
inspire young minds as they turn to literary treasures for companionship, recreation, comfort and guidance.
Teachers who use the literature unit to supplement their own valuable ideas can plan the activities using one
of the following methods.

Sample Lesson Plan
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The sample lessons on page 6 provide you with a specific set of lesson plan suggestions. Each of the lessons
can take from one to several days to complete and can include all or some of the suggested activities.
Refer to the “Suggestions for Using the Unit Activities” on pages 9–12 for information relating to the unit
activities.

Unit Planner
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If you wish to tailor the suggestions on pages 9–12 in a format other than that prescribed in the “Sample
Lesson Plan”, a blank unit planner is provided on page 7. On a specific day you may choose the activities
you wish to include by writing the activity number or a brief notation about the lesson in the “Unit
Activities” section. Space has been provided for reminders, comments and other pertinent information
relating to each day’s activities. Reproduce copies of the “Unit Planner” as needed.
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Where the Wild Things Are

Lesson 4

•

Introduce the book by using some or all of the
unit activities.

•

Complete the “Story Ladder”.

•

•

Read “Getting to Know the Book and Author”.

Help students to distinguish between real and
make-believe.

•

Discuss the new vocabulary with students.

•

Complete a picture Venn diagram comparing
Max and a Wild Thing.

•

Discuss the “big ideas”.

•

•

Record responses on the left side of the
“Knowledge Chart: What I Already Know
About Monsters”.

Involve students with drama using stick
puppets.

•

Talk about “Animal Coverings” and make a
class chart.

•

Read the story for enjoyment.

•

Practise “Reader’s Theatre”.

•

Complete the right side of the “Knowledge
Chart: What I Learned About Monsters”.
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Lesson 1

Lesson 2
Read the story a second time.

•

Prepare pocket chart and use the Bloom’s
Taxonomy cards and activities to involve
students in critical thinking.
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•

Use the “Story Summary Sentence Strips”.

•

Recite poem: “Max Was a Wild Thing”

•

Complete “Character Minds” activity.

•

Follow directions to “Make a Monster”.
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•

Lesson 5
•

Discuss modes of transportation and complete
“Ways to Travel” charts.

•

Construct “Wild Things” Puzzles.

•

Play “Copycat” game at P. E. time.

•

Complete “Reader’s Theatre”.

•

Practice “Reader’s Theatre”.

•

Practise poem and song.

Lesson 6
Discuss “Needs and Wants” and make class
booklet.

Lesson 3

•

Complete “Sponge Painting” art and display.

•

•

Write “Gold Crown” stories and display.

•

Prepare recipes. Serve foods after “Reader’s
Theatre” presentation.

•

Present “Reader’s Theatre” poem and song
as a culminating activity. See page 46 for
suggestions.
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Construct and write about scenes from Where
the Wild Things Are.

•

Construct “Wild Things” booklets.

•

Conduct “Sink or Float” experiment.

•

Begin practising “Reader’s Theatre”.

•

Learn song “The King of the Wild Things”.
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Sample Lesson Plan

Copyright © 2012 by Hawker Brownlow Education. 9781864015133 4726 All rights reserved. Reprinted from A Literature Unit for Where the Wild Things Are. Melbourne, Vic:
Hawker Brownlow Education, www.hbe.com.au. To the extent not permitted by Part VB of the Copyright Act 1968, and subject to the terms of use for this resource,
the purchaser of this resource may photocopy this page for their teaching purposes. Reproduction authorised only for use in the school site that has purchased the book.
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Where the Wild Things Are

… the Book
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Max gets into so much mischief that he is sent to bed without his
supper. Max imagines that a forest grows in his room, and he sails off
in his own private boat to the land of the Wild Things. He tames the
creatures with a magic trick, becomes their king and leads them in a
wild rumpus. When he starts to feel lonely, Max decides to sail back
to his own world where the people he loves – and a hot supper – are
waiting for him.

The book came out in 1963 and has been a worldwide bestseller ever
since. A movie version was
released in 2009.
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… the Author
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Author and illustrator
Maurice Sendak wanted to
write and illustrate from the
time he was a young boy. He
illustrated comic strips and
designed sets and costumes
for stage and film. His special
talent was in remembering
events other people do
not recall – the sounds and
feelings of childhood. Sendak
never forgot what it was like to be a child, and loved meeting and
writing back to his young readers. He had a long and successful
career as an author and illustrator, but Where the Wild Things Are is
his most famous work. He died in 2012 at the age of 83.

4726 • 9781864015133 • © 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Unit Activities - English

Pocket Chart Activities
A pocket chart can be used to hold the vocabulary cards (Wild Things shape), the Bloom’s Taxonomy
question cards (boat shape) and the sentence strips.
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How to Make a Pocket Chart

supper

tamed

gnashed
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private
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If a commercial pocket chart is unavailable you can make a pocket chart, if you have access to a laminator.
Begin by laminating a 60 cm x 90 cm piece of coloured cardboard. Run about 50 cm of additional plastic.
To make nine pockets, cut the clear plastic into nine equal strips. Space the strips equally down the 90 cm
length of cardboard. Attach each strip with sticky tape along the bottom and sides. This will hold sentence
strips, work cards, etc, and can be displayed in a learning centre or mounted on a chalk tray for use with a
group. When your pocket chart is ready, use it to display the sentence strips, vocabulary words and question
cards. A sample chart is provided below.

Describe what
happened to
Max’s room.
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Max made a lot of mischief

rumpus

Explain why
Max wanted
to go home.
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Mother sent Max to his room. A forest grew there.

The Wild Things roared their roars.

© 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781864015133 • 4726

What part of
this story are
fact?

41

Unit Activities - Related Curriculum

Copycat
Directions:
1. Students sit or stand in a circle.
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2. Teacher asks everyone to pretend to be a Wild Thing and think of an action to show the rest of the
group.

3. Group says, “I am a Wild Thing. I like to jump up and down.” (Teacher points to a student who adds an
action. All students perform the action as they say the chant.)
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4. Group repeats, “I am a Wild Thing. I like to jump up and down and snap my fingers.”(Teacher points to a
second student who adds another action. Students say the chant and perform the actions.)
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5. Group repeats, “I am a Wild Thing. I like to jump up and down, snap my fingers and turn around.”
(Teacher points to a third student who adds the next action. Students say the chant and perform the
actions.)
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Note to the Teacher: Continue as long as you like. See how many actions students can add and repeat in the
correct order.
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